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STylING1.   Body decals “Sporty” 
(3dr + 5dr) 
Sportiness to go. Enhanced 
design that takes up the 
seat cover pattern for a 
perfect match. With floor 
mats and entry guards  
appearing in the same look, 
you will have a complete 
design package for your 
Picanto. 
1y200ADE00Bl (black) 
1y200ADE00WH (white) 

2.   Mirror decals 
(3dr + 5dr) 
Sportiness down to the 
smallest details. These 
mirror decals complete 
your Picanto's all-round 
sporty look. They come 
in a set of two and in 
a choice of four great 
colours. 
1y430ADE00Bl (black) 
1y430ADE00WH (white) 
1y430ADE00Sl (silver) 
1y430ADE00DR (dark red)

3.   Body decals "Playful" 
(3dr + 5dr) 
let the rest of the world 
enjoy all the fun of your 
car's bright-eyed interior 
design - by using body 
decals that repeat the 
inside pattern. 
1y201ADE00Sl (silver) 
1y201ADE00DR (dark red)

A real statement starts  
with uniqueness
your car should be as individual as you are and with our accessories you can build a car 

of your own. No matter what it is that makes your heart beat faster, we are sure that 

you can get it.
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1.   Side door mouldings 
Supplied in practical durable black finish. Can be painted if 
desired. 
1a. 1y271ADE00 (5dr) 
1b. 1y272ADE00 (3dr) 

2.   Fuel lid cover (3dr + 5dr) 
An individual look for your fuel lid cover. 
1yF47AC000 

3.   Rear roof spoiler (3dr + 5dr) 
The classic sporty finish to the Picanto’s sleek roof line. 
Requires painting. 
1yF34AC100

4.   Alloy wheel kit 15" A-type (3dr + 5dr)  
Dynamic and glossy light-alloy 
wheel, 5.5 J x 15, 175/50 R 15. Fancy 
10-spoke design. 
1yF40AC200 (not TPMS ready)

5.   Alloy wheel kit 15" B-type (3dr + 5dr)  
Powerful design light-alloy wheel, 
5.5 J x 15, 175/50 R 15. Unique 
5-spoke design.  
1yF40AC250 (not TPMS ready)

6.   Alloy wheel kit 14" A-type (3dr + 5dr)  
Classic and sporty light-alloy wheel, 
5.0 J x 14, 165/60 R 14. Edgy 8-spoke 
design.  
1yF40AC150 (not TPMS ready)

7.   Alloy wheel kit 14" B-type (3dr + 5dr)  
Modern and distinctive light-alloy 
wheel, 5.0 J x 14, 165/60 R 14. Fresh 
8-hole design.  
1yF40AC170 (not TPMS ready)

8.  Steel wheel cover kit 14" (3dr + 5dr) 
High quality plastic wheel cover for use 
with Genuine steel wheels. Kit contains 
4 covers.  
1yF40AC800 (kit)

9.   Steel wheel kit 14" (not shown) 
(3dr + 5dr) 
5.0 J x 14, 165/60 R 14. Ideal for 
winter wheel use. Wheel cover also 
available. Kit contains 1 wheel and  
4 nuts. Ideal for winter tyre use. 
1yH41AP100 (TPMS ready)

10.  Locking wheel nuts and key 
Protect your style investment with 
this set of 4 locking wheel nuts. 
66490ADE10 (vehicle set) 
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What’s on top?
Although the Picanto is a space miracle, it is not unusual that the trunk capacity might be too small for bulky 

items like sports equipment. With our transportation solutions you are well equipped for any mission. Requires 

roof rack or tow bars shown on next page. Please check the maximum load capacity of your vehicle.

TRANSPORT

1.   ProRide bike carrier (5dr) 
Once the bike is resting on the frame holder, all further  
adjustment and securing is carried out at roof height by 
means of the single-handed rotary knob. Can be mounted 
on either left or right side of car. The maximum pay load of 
the carrier is 20 kg. lockable for additional security. 
55701SBA10 

3.  Deluxe ski & snowboard carrier (5dr) 
Capable of carrying up to 6 pairs of skis or 4 snowboards.
lockable for additional security. 
55700SBA20 

5.  Euroclick G2 bike carrier (5dr)  
For use with the horizontal detachable tow bar mounting, 
this 2-bike carrier simply clicks into place once the tow bar 
ball is removed. Secure mounting for bikes with round or 
oval frames from 22 to 80 mm. The maximum pay load for 
the carrier is 46 Kg. lockable for additional security. 
55220SBA00

2.   FreeRide bike carrier (5dr) 
Fast and simple loading and unloading, with quick-lock  
frame holder, smart wheel holders and adjustable quick-
release straps. The maximum pay load of the carrier is  
17 kg. lockable for additional security 
55701SBA21 (includes T-bolt adaptor) 

4.  Bike carrier for all tow bars (5dr) 
Capable of carrying 2 bikes and also suitable for e-bikes 
with maximum pay load of 55 kg. It´s highly convenient 
tilting action allows tailgate to be opened even when loaded. 
When in use, the high performance carrier and bikes are 
theft-resistant.  
E823055001

6.   Xtender ski & snowboard carrier (5dr) 
To ease loading and unloading, the carrier can be extended 
sideways so that clothes and car need not come into contact 
with each other. Capable of carrying up to 6 pairs of skis or 
4 snowboards. lockable for additional security.  
55700SBA10

e-bike  

compatible
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1.   Roof rack aluminium (5dr) 
Easy to install and remove in a unique design with Kia logo.  
Only for 5-door models. 
1y210ADE00Al 

2.   Tow bar, horizontal detachable (5dr) 
Reliable towing with a maximum towing load capacity of  
on your car (Please ask your dealer for details on your car).  
Easily removable when not in use. 
1y281ADE01 
 
Tow bar wiring kit (not shown) (5dr) 
Depending on the electrical connection of your trailer.  
Please choose between: 
a) 7-pole basic wiring kit 
1y620ADE00  
b) 13-pole kit with amplifying of rear combination lamp 
signals plus warning via buzzer in case of malfunctioning of 
brake light and indicator. Can also be used for a trailer with 
lED lights. 
1y621ADE00CP

Important tow bar information 
The maximum towing capacity of your Picanto depends upon 
its specification.  Consult your Kia dealer for further information.

4.   Passenger seat storage net (3dr + 5dr) 
Practical net to prevent small things from rolling around and 
to keep them attached to the passenger seat.  
66170ADE00

3.   Luggage net (5dr) 
Provides a safe and secure way to restrain luggage.  
8572007000

5.   Litter bag (3dr + 5dr) 
With an easy-clean sealed, waterproof liner and self-closing 
top, this litterbag helps you keep your car’s interior clean 
and clutter-free. Hang it over the seat back, or in other 
preferred positions by means of the adjustable strap. 
55123SBA40 

6.   Trunk organiser (3dr + 5dr) 

This removable 41-litre organiser keeps contents organised 

and in place. Its non-slip base stops it moving about when 

driving. It can be folded flat when not in use. 
55123SBA20
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My favourite things
It is often the small things that can save your day. Also in a car, small features like a park distance control or an 

armrest with additional storage care for full satisfaction and make life easier.

COMFORT

1.   Park distance control, front (3dr + 5dr) 
Front kit consists of 4 integrated sensors, that give an acoustic 
warning signal to indicate the proximity to the nearest large object. 
Equipped with a push button for manual switch on/off.  
E98001D101

2.   Park distance control, rear (3dr + 5dr) 
Rear kit consists of 4 integrated sensors, that give an acoustic 
warning signal to indicate the proximity to the nearest large object.  
E98001D000

3.   Wind deflectors, front 
Reduces turbulence when driving with a slightly open front 
window. The aerody-namically formed deflector redirects the 
airflow, deflecting raindrops and reducing intrusive wind noise. 
Set of 2.  
1y221ADE00 (5dr) 
1y221ADE01 (3dr)

4.   Ice/sunscreen 
Protects the interior from extreme heat build-up in strong  
sunlight, and prevents ice forming on the windscreen and  
front windows in cold winters. Theft-proof when fitted.  
Custom made for your Picanto. 
1y723ADE00 (5dr) 
1y723ADE10 (3dr)
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1.   Business suit hanger (3dr + 5dr) 
The most elegant and convenient way to keep clothes  
tidy and crease-free during a journey. It attaches easily  
and securely to the front seat head restraints so that  
occupant safety is assured even in an accident. It can be 
quickly detached for use elsewhere (office, hotel room, etc.). 
Reference picture. 
66770ADE00

2.   Armrest with a storage box (3dr + 5dr) 
Comfort meets function. Black vinyl stylish and convenient 
armrest with a smart integrated storage for carrying small 
but precious things.  
1y161ADE00Bl (lHD) 
1y161ADE10Bl (RHD)

3.  Take away hook (3dr + 5dr) 
Mounted on the lower passenger side of the centre console, 
bags with food & drink “to go” can be kept safe and secure 
to reduce the chance of any spillage while on the move. 
Reference picture. 
66743ADE00

4.  Kia Genuine rear seat entertainment cradle for iPad (3dr + 5dr) 
The cradle fits securely to the front seat back and allows the 
iPad to be rotated or tilted for optimal viewing. iPad is not 
included. Fits all iPads available at the date of publication 
except iPad mini. Reference Picture.  
66582ADE00
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Be conservative but don't lose style!
you probably won’t deny that it is a pleasure to enter a brand new car. With our smart protection solutions like 

mud guards or foil to avoid scratches you can easily prolong the new condition of your Picanto.

PROTECTION

1.   Entry guards protection foil, 
transparent 
Transparent self-adhesive  
protection foil to protect 
against scratches or traces 
of use. 
1y451ADE00TR (5dr) Set of 4 
1y451ADE01TR (3dr) Set of 2

2.   Entry guards protection foil, 
black  
Black coloured and grained 
self-adhesive protection foil to 
protect against scratches or 
traces of use.  
1y451ADE01Bl (3dr) Set of 2 
1y451ADE00Bl (5dr) Set of 4

4.   Door handle recess protection  
foils (3dr + 5dr) 
Keeps your paintwork looking  
fresh and new by protecting it 
from fingernail or key scratches. 
Made from durable, self-adhesive 
transparent film. Set of 4 
66272ADE00 

5.   Mud guard kit front (3dr + 5dr) 
Helps to protect your car’s most 
vulnerable areas from damage 
caused by stones, slush, dirt, debris 
and road salt. Set of 2. 
1yF46AC000 (without side skirts) 
1yF46AC100 (with side skirts) 

6.   Mud guard kit rear  
1yF46AC200 (5dr) 
1yF46AC400 (3dr)

3.   Entry guards 
(3dr + 5dr) 
Stylish aluminium entry guards, 
matching the style of body decals 
sporty and design floor mats.  
Set of 2. 
1y450ADE00
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1.   Textile floor mats, velour design style (3dr + 5dr) 
Made of high-quality soft velour in same colour matched to 
your cars interior with granulate backing. Perfect fitting set 
of 4 with fixing points for hooks. Branded with woven vehicle 
label on driver mat. Design is matching the style of the seats. 
1y143ADE00ST (lHD) 
1y143ADE10ST (RHD)

2.   Textile floor mats, velour (3dr + 5dr) 
luxurious velour mats complement the interior and are  
held in place by the standard fixing point and anti-slip backing.  
The driver’s mat embroidered with vehicle logo. 
1y143ADE00 (lHD)  
1y143ADE11 (RHD)

3.   Textile floor mats, standard (3dr + 5dr) 
Matching the quality and design of the interior, these mats 
are made from  hard wearing needle felt and held securely in 
place. The driver’s mat has the Picanto logo and a reinforced 
heel pad that helps care for your shoes. 
1y141ADE00 (lHD) 
1y141ADE10 (RHD) 

4.   All weather mats (3dr + 5dr) 
Set of 4 individual floor mats, tailor-made to fit the car’s 
foot-wells. These extremely durable mats trap water, mud, 
sand and road salt, with a special finish that makes them very 
easy to keep clean.  
1y131ADE00 (lHD) 
1y131ADE10 (RHD)

5.   Trunk mat reversible anti-slip (3dr + 5dr) 
Dual function trunk mat that’s made specifically for the 
Picanto. On one side there’s the soft cushioning of high-
quality velour for sensitive cargo, and a resilient anti-slip 
fluid and dirt resistant surface or potentially messy loads  
on the reverse 
1y120ADE00 (for car with luggage undertray) 
1y120ADE10 (for car without luggage undertray)

7.   Rear bumper protection foil, black (3dr + 5dr) 
Custom-made black protective foil for the top surface of 
your car’s rear bumper. Prevents damage to the painted 
surface while loading and unloading. Self adhesive. 
1y272ADE00Bl 

8.  Rear bumper protection foil, transparent (3dr + 5dr) 
Resilient, transparent protective foil for the top surface of 
your car’s rear bumper. Prevents damage to the painted 
surface while loading and unloading. Self adhesive. 
1y272ADE00TR

Our interior accessories are designed to protect the interior 

of your Picanto. We offer a full range of high quality tailored 

mats that use the existing essential fixation points. For 

extreme weather conditions, it is recommended to use 

the Kia Genuine all weather mats. To meet all life style 

requirements a full range of trunk protection is available.
6.   Trunk liner (3dr + 5dr) 

This durable protective trunk liner can be be installed and removed in seconds. Raised edges 
protect carpet and side trim from dirt and damp. The durable high quality material is easy to 
clean, and carries the Picanto logo. The water- and dust-proof liner is made-to-measure for 
the Picanto. 
1y122ADE00
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Take good care
your Kia is built to look after you and your passengers, but Kia also recommends other useful “extras” that are 

good to have on board. And some others that will help you look after your car. you both deserve it!

SAFETy, CARE & SERVICE

1.  Safety bag  
Contains a complete first aid kit and the most 
important emergency tools. It includes bandages, 
two safety vests and warning triangle, and com-
plies with DIN 13164 standard. 
66940ADE00

2.  Safety vest  
A “one size fits all” high-visibility neon vest with  
reflective strips for maximum visibility both day and 
night. It complies with DIN EN 471 standard, and is a 
legal requirement in most European countries. 
66941ADE00 (one vest)

3.  Warning triangle  
This high-visibility triangle is lightweight but 
stable and can be folded together to save space. 
It complies with ECE-R27 standard, and is a legal 
requirement in most European countries. 
E883166000

7.  Summer car care kit 
This kit contains a bottle of concentrated summer screen wash (7a) to 
keep your view of the road crystal-clear and smear-free by removing oily 
deposits, dead insects and other residues. To remove really stubborn insect 
remains from the windscreen and headlights, there’s also an insect remover 
spray (7c). Especially formulated for alloy wheels, the wheel rim cleaner spray 
(7b) doubles up as a high quality degreaser, and simplifies the removal of brake 
dust and grime. The extra sponge helps to wipe away tough blemishes from 
glass surfaces. 
lP974APE002K (kit contains all the above mentioned products) 

  The following are also available individually: 
7a.  Summer screen wash 1:100 concentrate (40 ml) lP974APE001K

 7b.  Rim cleaner spray (500 ml) lP970APE001K
 7c.  Insect remover spray (500 ml) lP970APE002K

8.  Winter car care kit 
This kit contains a bottle of concentrated winter screen wash (8b) to ensure 
that your wipers run smoothly over the windscreen and keep it clear and free 
from road dirt, freezing rain and snow. Plus a windscreen de-icer pump spray 
(8a) helps to clear frozen windows and prevent re-icing. An ice scraper (8f) 
speeds up the removal of ice, and a sponge (8f) wipes away condensation 
from the windows. 
lP973APE009K (kit contains all the above mentioned products)

 The following are also available individually:
 8a. Windscreen de-icer spray (500 ml)  lP973APE010K
 8b. Winter screen wash concentrate (-60°C, 1 l) lP973APE003K
 8c. Winter screen wash ready to use (-30°C, 5 l) lP973APE004K
 8d. Winter screen wash concentrate (-60°C, 500 ml)  lP973APE002K
 8e. Winter screen wash concentrate (-60°C, 250 ml) lP973APE001K

9.  Ice scraper with glove 
Keep your hand dry and warm while scraping ice from the windscreen. 
lP950APE01K (not included in the kit)

4.  Battery and Wiper blades 
Featuring the latest technologies, Genuine Kia 
batteries deliver dependable performance over an 
exceptionally long life. The high-quality premium 
wiper blades are designed specifically to perform 
perfectly with your Kia. Please consult your 
dealer for part number and availability.

5.  Light bulbs 
Genuine Kia bulbs that provide long-lasting, 
powerful and precise light projection. Available as 
individual bulbs, or as a spare bulb kit, required 
by law for travel in some European countries. 
Please consult your dealer for part number and 
availability.

6.  Touch-up paints & stickerfixTM 
Protect against corrosion and maintain your 
vehicle appearance. Scratches, stone chips and 
blemishes can be repaired with touch-up paint. 
stickerfixTM is an ultra-thin adhesive film which 
covers minor paint scratches. Please consult your 
dealer for part number and availability.


